Functional modulation of cell coupling: evidence for a calmodulin-driven channel gate.
Much of the capacity of tissues to respond to signals as well integrated systems is due to the existence of direct cell-to-cell communication pathways. This type of communication, usually referred to as cell coupling, is based on the presence of cell-to-cell channels permeable to ions, metabolites, and regulatory compounds. The cell-to-cell channels are located at specialized regions of cell contact known as gap junctions or communicating junctions. An important aspect of cell coupling is channel permeability modulation. In recent years this feature of cell coupling has received a great deal of attention, most efforts being aimed at identifying uncoupling treatments and uncoupling agents and at determining the elements of the channel gating mechanism. This review focuses on recent studies suggesting the participation of calmodulin-like proteins in channel gating and on the application of in vitro approaches to cell coupling research-the study of permeability and gating of cell-to-cell channels incorporated into liposomes and the determination of conformational changes in isolated channel protein.